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Introduction
The Coronado National Forest has a deep and rich
natural and cultural heritage. It provides the perfect
setting for historical and archaeological exploration,
for environmental education, and, of course, for a
wide variety of outdoor recreation opportunities.
While we may think that the natural setting alone
beckons everyone to visit, many people, even those
who may be nearby, have never set foot on national
forest land. Studies show that regular unstructured
recreation time in a natural setting not only fights
obesity and increases general fitness but can
positively impact intellectual development.
However, national studies also show that America’s
youth are becoming increasingly disconnected from
the outdoors, choosing to spend free time watching
TV, surfing the Internet or gaming on-line. The term
that has been coined for this is “nature deficit
disorder”.

Image 1: Jim Upchurch, Forest Supervisor,
Coronado National Forest.

Ethnically diverse communities may feel even less
connection to the land. They may lack the tradition
of using public lands for outdoor recreation opportunities or feel that these lands are irrelevant to their history
or heritage. Some in these communities may feel that traveling to forest lands for recreation is too expensive or
takes too much time.
Conversely, the Forest Service and our partners believe outdoor recreation and ecosystem benefits are essential
to a high quality of life for all Americans now and into the future. Coronado National Forest plays a key role in
providing fresh air, clean water and renewable resources to citizens across the country. For this reason, we are
embarking on an effort to enable more youth to experience the beauty of our nation’s special places,
understand that these places are critical to their quality of life, appreciate the role of management and
environmental science in caring for them, simply enjoy the great outdoors, and learn to care for what they love.
The Coronado National Forest and our partners have a vision for the youth of Southeastern Arizona to “grow up
walking hand in hand with the region’s natural environments and cultural heritage;” and to “create a foundation
for a lifetime of learning, stewardship and advocacy for their communities and the environment.”
To lay the foundation for accomplishing this vision, we have joined with Tucson Unified School District, Waters
Foundation, University of Arizona, Sabino Canyon Volunteer Naturalists and National Environmental Education
Foundation; and a broad coalition of educators, land managers and government and non-profit agencies to build
the Sky Islands Children’s Forest. Sky Islands are unique ecosystems where a mountain is isolated by
surrounding lowlands of a dramatically different environment. The Madrean Sky Islands on the Coronado are
Coronado National Forest
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some of the most-studied Sky Islands in the world, offering ideal locations for a Children’s Forest. The Sky
Islands Children’s Forest will not only improve our ability to reach the youth of Southeastern Arizona, but it will
be a learning ground and key element in a growing effort to establish Children’s Forests across the nation.
The strategic plan document in your hands is an important first step in realizing our vision for the region’s youth.
As you read it, please remember this is a living document. We hope you will find many things that inspire you
and some that you disagree with – and we want to hear from you about all of it. A lively, honest conversation
about what we pass on to our youth is essential to the success of the project. Our kids – all our kids – deserve as
much.

Coronado National Forest
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What is a Children’s Forest?
Children’s Forests are places that connect youth and families with the outdoors. They provide high-quality
outdoor learning experiences created by youth, partners and communities. From local parks and school yards to
Wilderness areas, youth not only get outside, explore and learn; they also make deeper connections by engaging
in hands-on stewardship and shaping the future of these special places.
Children’s Forests share a commitment to four national goals.
1. Connect kids, families, and adults to healthy outdoor activities across all landscapes.
2. Create new education and career pathways.
3. Foster an understanding of how our changing environment affects our world, and how we can work
together to embrace these changes.
4. Provide professional development opportunities for educators, with emphasis on conservation and the
natural world.
The agency wide program grew out of the experiences and efforts of the San Bernardino Children’s Forest and
the Chugach Children’s Forest. The achievements of these programs led to a national effort to foster a growing
network of Children’s Forests.

Purpose of this
Strategy
The Sky Islands Children’s Forest
(SICF) Strategic Plan guides the
work of the Coronado National
Forest (CNF) and its partners in
connecting local youth, families
and communities to the natural
world through the unique lens of
the Sky Islands ecosystems 1.
Image 2 shows a characteristic
view of a “Sky Island”, or
mountain isolated by surrounding
lowlands of a dramatically
different environment.

1

Image 2: View of the Sky Islands from the Santa Catalina Mountains, outside
Tucson AZ.

A complete definition of the Sky Islands Ecosystems is contained in Appendix A.
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The Strategic Plan guides the Sky Islands Children’s Forest in:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effectively engaging educators throughout the region with training and professional development
opportunities linked to the Sky Islands;
Engaging large numbers of youth, particularly underserved youth, in outdoor recreation, education,
and stewardship activities;
Leveraging Systems Thinking 2 as a key tool for understanding the complex, interrelated systems of
the Sky Islands and surrounding landscapes;
Building sub-regional coalitions of interest in communities near each of the unique Sky Island
ecosystems to support programs and local youth;
Developing curriculum for outdoor classrooms that integrates relevant state and local standards;
Aligning with the national goals of the Children’s Forest program and the Conservation Education
Strategy for the Southwest Region. 3

Background
Since 2011, the CNF has been part of a network of outdoor educators in southeastern Arizona seeking to build a
cohesive, navigable pathway to connect local youth to formative experiences on public lands. The map in Image
3 shows the mountain ranges in southeastern Arizona and their associated USFS Ranger Districts. The proximity
of unique sky island ecosystems to communities throughout southeast Arizona provides an opportunity to
develop these pathways and strengthen local connections to public lands.
The network of outdoor educators saw an opportunity to increase their reach and effectiveness by combining
resources and working collaboratively. The group identified a need among local youth to learn more about the
surrounding ecosystems, build a stewardship ethic, and connect to healthy lifestyles. In addition, they
recognized a responsibility to ensure that all youth, including minority youth, have access to enrichment
activities and healthy recreational opportunities. The interests of the outdoor educators in southeast Arizona
and the needs of youth in the local communities align with the purpose and goals of the Forest Service’s
Children’s Forest Program.

2

Systems Thinking utilizes habits, tools and concepts to develop an understanding of the interdependent structures of
dynamic systems for the purpose of finding leverage points to effect positive change. (Waters Foundation, 2012) A
complete definition is contained in Appendix A.
3
Region 3’s Conservation Education Strategy for the Southwest is available online at:
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsmrs_100518.pdf
Coronado National Forest
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Image 3: Mountain ranges in southeastern Arizona and the associated USFS Ranger Districts
Coronado National Forest
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Sky Islands Children’s Forest
"SICF is a unique system of bio-diverse mountain 'islands' where youth play, learn, grow and care for their world." SICF
will work with land-managers in multiple agencies to unite local communities around the Sky Island ecosystems, and
act as a collaborator in an emerging regional network of environmental education initiatives.
The SICF is made up of 12 mountain ranges and their surrounding communities in southeast Arizona (shown in image
3). The SICF provides CNF and other land-management agencies with a mechanism to organize new and existing
programs that connect youth and educators to place-based learning opportunities and build connections between
communities and their public lands. The unique Sky Islands ecosystems provide the common theme for building
regional connections. The graphic
in Image 4 depicts the Youth
Outdoor Pathways Regional
Network, a network of community
connections branching from the
multiple agency public land base.
The larger regional network of
environmental education initiatives
provides multiple pathways that
connect youth, families and
communities to the outdoors.
As a collaborator in the emerging
regional network, the CNF is
working with communities and
partners to identify options for long
term support of the forest’s
educational and volunteer
initiatives, including achieving the
mission of the SICF.

Image 4: The Youth Outdoor Pathways Regional Network showing the network of
community connections branching from the multiple agency public land base.
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Vision, Mission and Guiding Principles
Vision
The vision of SICF is that every child in the southeastern Arizona will grow up walking hand in hand with the
region’s natural environments and cultural heritage; and create a foundation for a lifetime of learning,
stewardship and advocacy for their communities and the environment.

Mission
The mission of the SICF is to provide a gateway for the youth of southeastern Arizona to experience and
understand the Sky Islands, a unique system of bio-diverse mountain "islands" and adjacent landscapes that are
managed primarily by the Coronado National Forest. We do this by adhering to the following guiding principles.
Guiding Principles
• Engage youth in developing, implementing and evaluating SICF, both in its programs and the larger organizational
development.
• Work collaboratively, both within organizations and across organizational and jurisdictional boundaries.
• Build on existing resources to make SICF efficient, leverage existing expertise and focus on filling gaps in
local/regional offerings.
• Create standards-based programs that are linked to the SICF vision and enable teachers easily integrate these
programs into their curricula.

Goals, Strategies, and Actions
The following goals, strategies and actions
are the initial steps toward realizing the
vision and mission of the SICF for the
youth and communities of southeastern
Arizona and creating a navigable pathway
to connect local youth to formative
experiences on public lands. The graphic
in Image 5, depicts the pathway, showing
the links between different outdoor
opportunities and educational
experiences available to youth in the SICF.
The pathway concept describes how
youth would access experiences through
Image 5: A graphic showing the links between different outdoor opportunities and
the network of place-based
educational experiences available to youth in SICF.
environmental education opportunities
within the SICF.
Coronado National Forest
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Youth would be able to “enter” the diagram through any of the experiences at any level, and progress to other
experiences as their interest and needs change. The key is that youth would have access to a wide variety of
experiences, a clear vision of the network, and be able to direct their own learning experiences.
While the vision, mission, guiding principles and goals of the SICF support all four national goals for Children’s
Forests, they align most closely with the national goals of providing professional development opportunities for
educators and creating new education and career pathways. Implementing this strategy will lead to the
development of outdoor curriculum that is easy for educators to access and implement, and will provide a variety of
professional development opportunities for educators and partners. The strategy provides for meaningful youth
engagement and opens new educational and career pathways as youth gain hands on experience planning and
leading on-the-ground stewardship projects and educational programs

Goal 1:
Engage youth in developing the SICF and its programs.
Strategy 1: Provide opportunities for youth to work with SICF staff and partners to develop organizational goals
and objectives.
Action 1:

Get youth input in the form of one-time “listening meetings” on specific decisions and/or
ongoing “youth-council” positions.

Strategy 2: Involve youth in project design, development and leadership.
Action 1:

Work with local youth and partners, to develop goals and objectives for specific stewardship
projects.

Action 2:

Provide opportunities for youth to develop and lead outdoor-education programs for other
audiences.

Goal 2:
Develop place-based conservation projects and outdoor curriculum (K-12) that incorporates meaningful
evaluation measures and Systems Thinking.
Strategy 1: Natural resource specialists work with partners including school districts, colleges and universities,
non-profit organizations, and students to develop hands-on, place-based conservation projects.
Action 1:

Work with schools and program partners to identify priority conservation projects and
sites. A list of priority projects to implement in FY 2012 is included as Appendix B.

Action 2:

Develop an SICF-wide project coordinating team to link objectives and coordinate resources
across all conservation projects.

Coronado National Forest
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Action 3:

Teams of students (middle school through college) plan, implement and evaluate individual
conservation projects with SICF and program partners.

Action 4:

Develop volunteer work days and public events to engage families, youth in 6th through 12th
grades and the general public in assisting with project implementation.

Strategy 2: Project teams lead educational programs with advice from SICF, school districts and project partners.
Target audiences are younger learners and public/family audiences.

Action 1:

Form project teams, including Forest Service specialists, with youth team leaders and team
members. Team leaders are typically college level students involved in coordination,
administration, project management, evaluation, training, implementation, and teaching. Team
members are typically 8th through 12th grade students involved in project management,
evaluation, with initial exposure to training, implementation, and teaching of public audiences.

Action 2:

Directly link education programs to conservation projects, where possible.

Action 3:

Develop evaluation criteria for existing/new curricula based on four key measurable elements:
1. Intellectual (based in Systems Thinking); 2. Scientific (measurable natural resources
management outcomes); 3. Technical (basic hands-on skills – fire safety, trail construction,
orienteering, etc.); and 4.Behavior Change (lifetime resilience, stewardship and advocacy
ethics).

Strategy 3: Build the capacity of youth, educators, program partners and land managers to effectively use the four
key measurable elements (listed in Strategy Two) to understand Sky Islands ecosystems.
Action 1:

Plan and implement Systems Thinking trainings locally and regionally using webbased tools from Waters Foundation and Creative Learning Exchange.

Action 2:

Develop or identify other self-directed tools, such as ready to use curricula or a peer-to-peer
educator support network, on Systems Thinking for educators, program partners and land
managers.

Action 3:

Foster ongoing opportunities to share current work and support colleagues.

Action 4:

Identify relevant existing trainings on Scientific and Technical measurable elements by all
partners. Involve youth, educators, program partners and land managers in trainings
across organizational boundaries.

Coronado National Forest
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Action 5:

Establish a leadership institute organized by SICF educators, partners and land managers
directed at students, with the goal of promoting internship participation, pursuit of additional
environmental training, and environmental career selection.

Action 6:

Hold milestone events that brings youth, educators, program partners and land managers
together to reflect on the current work and plan for the future.

Goal 3:
Connect regional Sky Islands Ecosystems through participation in the SICF.
Strategy 1: Establish a process and protocols for structured decision-making and base standards for committing
resources among SICF core committee members, land-management staff and key partners.
Action 1:

Develop a steering committee to include members nominated by key partners.

Action 2:

Request a commitment of resources and staff time from key partners.

Action 3:

Develop criteria for selection of Children’s Forest projects that align with the SICF vision,
mission, and goals.

Strategy 2: Expand the regional awareness of, and interest in, the SICF. Engage communities adjacent to the five
CNF ranger districts and other nearby land management agencies to begin developing local SICF programs.
Action 1:

Work with the coordinating committee and key partners to develop a communication and
outreach plan. Evaluate and refine the initial plan to meet the needs of local communities.

Action 2:

Work with the coordinating committee and partners to document, evaluate and refine the
collaboration process and develop an overall approach to regionalize the SICF. Work with local
partners to plan the local engagement process.

Action 3:

Develop branding guidelines for SICF projects and materials.

Goal 4:

Empower educators to use SICF programs on their own.

Strategy 1:

Develop opportunities for educators to earn professional development credits.

Action 1:

Work with local colleges, universities and school districts to develop continuing education credit
for all SICF-related training.

Coronado National Forest
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Action 2:

Work with local colleges, universities and school districts to develop new professional
certifications for all educators related to outdoor education, specific to SICF.

Action 3:

Develop a higher level of support for teachers through Children’s Forest Classrooms. Select pilot
participants in Children’s Forest Classrooms – target specific schools, between one and four
teachers in each school.

Strategy 2: Assist educators in planning their own next steps to engage youth in the SICF.
Action 1:

Educators plan their own ongoing participation in SICF programs at the end of each training
session.

Action 2:

Provide updates on opportunities to get involved in SICF to educators after training as part of
the communication and outreach plan (Goal 3, Strategy 2).

Action 3:

Develop a web-based portal to access SICF curriculum, information and calendars as part of the
communication and outreach plan (Goal 3, Strategy 2).

Evaluation and Measures
The SICF is actively engaged in the current Forest Service effort to develop meaningful evaluation and measures for
Children’s Forests agency-wide. An ongoing dialogue with partners will be critical to identify meaningful evaluation
methods and procedures that reflect the goals of the SICF, the national goals for Children’s Forests, and the larger
conservation goals of the CNF. Meaningful evaluation and measures will help answer the following questions: What do
we mean by success? How do we know when our efforts are successful? What can we do to improve? Specific
evaluation methods and procedures will be developed as this strategy is implemented; following are several topics to
consider as evaluation and measures for SICF programs and projects are developed:
•

•
•
•

Intellectual: Systems Thinking, a framework that can be used to better understand the Sky Islands, and also to
provide a common language for understanding how systems work and to better understand the Sky Islands’
complex, dynamic nature.
Scientific: Natural resource management concepts
Technical: Basic hands-on technical skills
Behavior Change: a qualitative measure of the effect of the program on students. The desired outcome is that
students develop personal qualities such as lifetime resilience, develop a stewardship ethic about their
community, advocate for positive change, etc.

Coronado National Forest
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Moving Forward
This strategy is a living document; it outlines the initial steps to develop the SICF, to maintain the energy and momentum
of developing partnerships, and to move toward achieving the vision for the region’s youth. The SICF will use an annual
strategic planning process to reflect on lessons learned and consider information from the evaluation and measures
process. This information will be used to update the goals, actions and priority projects as appropriate and to clearly
define the pathway for success of the SICF.

Coronado National Forest
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Appendix A – Glossary of Terms, Relevant Web Links and Bibliography
1. Sky Islands are mountains isolated by surrounding lowlands of a dramatically different environment, a situation
which, in combination with the altitudinal zonation of ecosystems, has significant implications for natural habitats. One
of the key elements of a sky island is separation by sheer physical distance from the other mountain ranges, resulting in
a habitat island, such as a forest surrounded by desert. Some sky islands serve as refugia for boreal species stranded by
warming climates since the last ice age. In other cases, localized populations of plants and animals tend towards
speciation, the same process that happens on oceanic islands such as the Galápagos Islands.
The term was popularized by nature writer Weldon Heald, a resident of southeastern Arizona. In his 1967 book, Sky
Island, he demonstrated the concept by describing a drive from the town of Rodeo, New Mexico, in the lowland Sonora
Desert, to a peak in the Chiricahua Mountains. Ascending from the hot, arid desert, the environment transitions to
grassland, then to oak-pine woodland, pine forest, and finally to spruce-fir-aspen forest.
Probably the most studied sky islands are in North America, namely the Madrean sky islands in the U.S. states of New
Mexico and Arizona and the Mexican states of Chihuahua and Sonora. These numerous mountains form links in a chain
connecting the northern end of the Sierra Madre Occidental to the southern Rocky Mountains. (Wikipedia -- the Free
Encyclopedia 2012)
2. Systems Thinking is a process of understanding how systems work, with the purpose of finding leverage points to
effect positive change. In nature, examples of systems include ecosystems in which various elements such as air, water,
plants, and animals interact to survive or perish. In organizations, systems consist of people, structures, and processes
that work together to make an organization healthy or unhealthy over time.
Systems Thinking utilizes a set of habits, tools, and concepts to better understand the dynamic, interdependent nature
of systems such as these. The assumption is that the component parts of a system can best be understood within the
context of relationships, rather than in isolation. Key elements of Systems Thinking include:
Mental Models – Our beliefs, assumptions, and ideas about how things work. Mental models are often hidden, even
from ourselves.
Change Over Time – Systems that change over time are dynamic. Growth, decay, and oscillation are some of the
fundamental patterns of systems. These are patterns in the world that we can understand, with a little effort. These
patterns are generated by the interdependencies within the system.
Feedback – The real world often operates in circular causality, not just linear cause and effect.
Leverage – A small change or action that has a large desirable impact on the system. (LaVigne 2012)
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Relevant Web Links
Coronado National Forest – http://www.fs.usda.gov/coronado
Tucson Unified School District, Main Page – http://tusd1.org/
TUSD Stats – http://tusdstats.tusd.k12.az.us/planning/demo_main.asp
University of Arizona, School of Natural Resources and the Environment – http://www.snr.arizona.edu/
University of Arizona, Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health – http://www.publichealth.arizona.edu/
University of Arizona, College of Public Nursing – http://www.nursing.arizona.edu/
Sabino Canyon Volunteer Naturalists – http://www.scvntucson.org/
National Environmental Educator’s Foundation, Children and Nature Initiative –
http://www.neefusa.org/health/children_nature.htm
National Park Service. A Forest For Every Classroom – http://www.nps.gov/mabi/forteachers/forest-for-everyclassroom.htm
Waters Foundation, WebEd Learning Modules – http://www.watersfoundation.org/webed/main/index.htm
Creative Learning Exchange – http://www.clexchange.org/#
Southwest Conservation Corps – http://sccorps.org/
Ironwood Tree Experience – http://www.ironwoodtreeexperience.org/
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Appendix B – Priority Projects for 2012
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